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Screenshot of word cloud on Jeni using Wordle

Screenshot of Jeni's LinkedIn Profile

Background 

Jeni holds a Master of Arts in Children's Literature. Her recent teaching credits include tutor 'Writing for 
Emerging Readers' MA program 2012 at Macquarie University and lecturer, ‘Writing for Children’ (Masters), 
Sydney University 2010. She is also a speaker at the NSW Writer's Centre and a speaker for the Australian 
Society of Authors (ASA). For more details, see Jeni’s LinkedIn profile and website.

Screenshot of Jeni's website
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https://www.asauthors.org/memberportfolios/lyn-oxley
http://www.jenimawter.com/about.htm
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=45909346&authType=name&authToken=ujpY&trk=mp_view_prf_t
http://www.wordle.net/


Jeni's an author with an eye for mischief; her humourous 'So' series (So Gross!, So Feral! and So Sick!) is 
aimed at reluctant primary school readers and the titles certainly hold appeal. She's written the 
Freewheelers' series Unleashed!, Launched! and Extreme! for 10-14 year olds. Although Jeni's website 
promotes these paperbacks, published by HarperCollins, it doesn't mention her latest ebook, Kiss Kill, 
published by Really Blue Books. At the base of the website homepage (above) it says: Copyright 2004-2011 
Jeni Mawter. Kiss Kill was released 27/1/12 and is a young adults (YA) ebook. Perhaps Jeni doesn't want 
this to be with her earlier work as the sassy website is designed for a younger audience. So how's Kiss Kill 
promoted?

Jeni and social media

Screenshot of Twitter @KissKillDigital

Online engagement is a must for today's authors and Jeni uses a variety of social media to promote herself, 
her books, book apps and trends in the writing industry. The Kiss Kill image on Twitter (above) utilises a 
trendy pop art theme which would suit followers better than the website. Jeni utilises two spaces on Twitter - 
as @Mawter and @KissKillDigital and her other social media sites include:

• Pinterest  

• Facebook - Jeni Mawter 

• WordPress - Jeni Blogs as Mat, the main character in Kiss Kill

• Jeni Mawter's Blog  

• ScoopIt!  
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http://www.scoop.it/u/jeni-mawter#curatedPostsTabSelected
http://www.jenimawter.com/blog/
http://whyidontgetgirls.com/
http://whyidontgetgirls.com/
http://pinterest.com/jenimawter/
https://twitter.com/KissKillDigital
https://twitter.com/mawter
http://reallybluebooks.com/
http://www.harpercollins.com.au/


• YouTube: 2 examples follow

– How do you define a man?   Filmed by a young film-maker and actors from the Australian Theatre 
for Young People.

– New media interview with children's author, Jeni Mawter  

As a transmedia storyteller, Jeni demonstrates the capacity to deepen her audiences emotional engagement 
eg via blog followers, co-creators, spaces to comment, Like, re-Pin etc. Here, she's at the forefront of 
transmedia development. Jeni also gives talks.

I attended a 'Getting Published' workshop last February which Jeni ran. She explained her (previous) 
publisher, HarperCollins, advised her to write under the name JA Mawter because the target audience, 
mainly pre-teen and teenage boys, generally dislikes female authors.

This practice is not uncommon: JK Rowling of Harry Potter fame also disguised her gender in this way. In 
Victorian times, Mary Ann Evans wrote under the pen name George Eliot to be taken seriously and in more 
recent times, Stella Franklin's nom de plume was Miles Franklin.

Fortunately there's great news for female authors in the YA market. The Scoopit! article below was curated 
by Jeni recently and posted to her Facebook page and Twitter's @KissKillDigital (see above image) and 
@Mawter sites. This indicates Jeni is an avid social media user.

Screenshot of Jeni's Scoopit! page
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http://www.scoop.it/u/jeni-mawter#curatedPostsTabSelected
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miles_Franklin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Eliot
http://www.jkrowling.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=p3KzfwE4b7A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scrdqYyXMF0&feature=colike


Screenshot of Jeni's Facebook page containing the Scoopit! article
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Screenshot of Jeni's @Mawter tweets containing the Scoopit! Article

More on Kiss Kill

Kiss Kill is published by Really Blue Books, an independent ebook publisher who publish Digital Rights 
Management (DRM) free and royalty free ebooks to allow mashable content. In Jeni's YouTube interview 
above, Jeni explains the move away from traditional printed books to book apps, interaction and co-creation. 
Today's young readers like to make their own pictures or trailers to go with the story and Jeni now bears in 
mind the sense of touch when writing for a book app.  

Music is also important. A song was created for the lyrics ‘Thought I Knew You’ and recorded as 'Gonna 
Show You' by Adam Fitzgerald (Adam Fitzgerald's Album). 
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http://www.adobe.com/manufacturing/resources/drm/
http://www.adobe.com/manufacturing/resources/drm/


Screen shot of Kiss Kill collage via amazon.com

Contains text messages, a photo, comics, illustrations, handwritten messages, a postcard and a timetable.

Since readers have to swipe, pinch or tap pages, Jeni requires not only a publisher, but also an animator to 
produce an aesthetically pleasing and functional screen layout. Digital readers also like to share information 
so she leaves spaces and provides challenges when storytelling.

Kiss Kill is told in multiple text in a non-linear fashion unlike traditional prose narrative. There are different 
exit and entry points and within the story readers are encouraged to co-create. An excellent review can be 
found on the Buzz Words website.

As mentioned previously, one of the characters is Mat, a seventeen year old boy who blogs every day. Jeni 
maintains his following by creating his world as she is considering Mat in a future story. During a telephone 
conversation with the author on 17/12/12, Jeni mentioned Mat's next story will be about him having a more 
satisfying relationship.

Jeni needs to blog as Mat each day to keep fans engaged until the next ebook comes out. This seems a 
monumental task as she also maintains her own Facebook page, two Twitter pages, a blog, website and two 
Pinterest pages along with regular curation on Scoopit! Understandably it would take considerable time to 
produce relevant information to satisfy Kiss Kill fans as well as other audiences on such a range of sites.

Jeni explores new territories such as alternative income generating systems like crowdsourcing through 
Kickstarter and Indiegogo rather than turning to the traditional models of advances and royalties.
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http://www.indiegogo.com/
http://www.kickstarter.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crowdsourcing
http://www.buzzwordsmagazine.com/2012/03/kiss-kill.html
http://www.amazon.com/Kiss-Kill-ebook/dp/B0079HL0XI/ref=sr_1_2_title_0_main?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1329357448&sr=1-2


Kiss Kill and narcissism

Screen shot of Jeni's narcissism Pinterest page

The character, Mat, has a girlfriend who suffers from narcissism and the story deals with how Mat recovers 
from an abusive relationship. Jeni uses Pinterest to post relevant sayings and images on the topic. She has 
a Bullying page and a Narcissism page as well as several other pages.

Through Kiss Kill Jeni supports youth mental health eg Headspace Australia and has written blogs about 
narcissism and narcissistic rage under her Jeni Mawter blog.

The future

In 2012, Jeni gave several talks on 'Getting Published' in regional NSW. These sessions were in association 
with the Australian Society of Authors (ASA). On 15/3/13, Jeni will be providing this service to ASA members 
nationally by giving 1:1 advice on Getting Published via Skype, phone or face to face. The individual 
sessions will run for 45 minutes each.

Jeni is also writing children's education apps for Flying Books, Israel. Three interactive apps are being 
produced in 2013 with developers. The titles are: Shape Explorers, A Rainbow Surprise, and A Race Against 
Time.

Jeni also plans another ebook to follow Kiss Kill.
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http://www.flyingbooks.me/
http://www.jenimawter.com/blog/2012/03/15/how-to-deal-with-narcissistic-rage/
http://www.jenimawter.com/blog/2012/06/04/twelve-steps-of-recovery-from-relationship-abuse-with-a-narcissist-by-mat-from-kiss-kill/
http://www.headspace.org.au/
http://pinterest.com/jenimawter/narcissism/
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